Community
How can one Razer make a difference?
Community Co-operation

Every killed enemy, every completed mission, every conquered piece
of territory helps towards the Ultimate Objective of destroying the
Beast and taking back planet Earth. Taking strategically important
targets will aid other Razers and when Razers contribute towards a
victory that happens as a result of their actions, they will receive
feeds in their personal and company logs, providing feedback as to
how their efforts have contributed towards this success.

The Beast

Community Co-operation is at the heart
of the Razer experience. Working with
other Razers, Squads, Companies and
Allegiances to take down the Beast that
has taken over planet Earth.

It will take the combined efforts of
every Razer to drive the Beast back.
Only when all organs are destroyed
and every continent is reclaimed, can
the Beast be eradicated from Earth

Continents
Destroying all the organs on a
continent will drive the beast from it

World

Oustanding successes are promoted to the world news feed for the
entire Razer network to see.

Allegiance

Organs
Completing sequences contributes to
destroying one of the Beast’s Organs
Mission Sequences

Company

Allegiance War Stories

World War Stories

Allegiance Stories detail the progress of the
Razers which match your nationality

This is the history of the world and its events
throughout the global fight to reclaim Earth

Squads can take out entire
sequences of missions

Squad

Missions
A single Razer or Squad can
take on individual missions

Personal

Company War Stories

War Stories are used to keep track of your activity
throughout the Razer experience. Personal stories detail
your achievements and how they have affected the world

Different nations compete against
one another to be the best nation

Company Competition
Companys can compete towards
objectives for rewards which
benefit all company members

Squad Competition

Personal Gear Sharing

Allegiance Competition

Company War Stories are the history and exploits
of your Razer’s company, and their members

Personal War Stories

Competitions are used to add a competitive
element to gameplay. Squad compete to complete
missions better and faster than other squads

Your personal gear can be shared
between friends
Personal Crafting and Research

Company Gear Sharing

News

Researching upgrades and benefits for
your own Suits, Weapons, Mods etc.

Razers can donate gear to companies and
companies can research and build shared gear

Allegiance and World News feeds provide up to date information
on the fight against the Beast. Note-worthy victories as well as
world events are communicated to players via the news

Personal Resources

Company Crafting and Research

Resources are used to complete research and
crafting, and are gained from completing missions
and holding areas of the planet

Researching upgrades and benefits for
your company

Story So Far
Story so far is a short edited video which recaps the story of
the world with gameplay clips from various in-game events

Company Resources
Some resources gained by Razers go to their company
and are used for company crafting and research

Razer Wiki
Players contribute towards a shared information resource
full of useful information on enemy strategies, how to
beat the Beast, equipment, tips and other intel

Levels of Community

Razer
(1 Player)

Squad
(4 Razers)

Company
(4-200 Razers)

Allegiance
(Razer Nationality)

World
(All Razers)
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